NOP 552 – Spring 2004

Spinal Cord and Meninges Laboratory

Examination Questions
1. IDENTIFY THIS
FISSURE/SULCUS.
(Yellow NW)
3. WHAT STRUCTURE IS FORMED BY THESE FIBERS?

MARKED BY THE WHITE STRING
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#4. Name the Structure.
(RED THREAD)
5. The string is tied around which structure?

[White string]
8. NAME THIS REFLECTION OF MENINGEAL DURA.
MARKED BY THE YELLOW PIN
9. Name the reflection of Membrane DNA marked by the yellow pin.
10. Which sinus is indicated by the blue pins?
Name the sinus represented by the blue clay.
12. Name the sinus represented by the clay.
13. NAME THE SUBMACHINIO CUSTON MARKED BY THE YELLOW RINS.
14. Name the Cistern marked by the yellow pin.
#16
Name the sulcus
17. Name this fasciculus.
17. Name this fasciculus.
Name the structure
#19

Name this nucleus
Name this nucleus
20. Is this section from a cervical, thoracic, lumbar, or sacral level?
20. IS THIS SECTION FROM A CERVICAL, THORACIC, LUMBAR, OR SACRAL LEVEL?